
There was a time... 

There was a time, there was a time, there was a time...  
 there was a time when I imagined I was very old 
           and that I knew things then that I had no reasonable right to know... 
 ...for example, the first names of the empresses and princesses  
  of the medieval House of Hapsburg.  
And there was a time earlier, when I imagined I was no more than a child, 
 when I imagined that I had forgotten things I had never known... 
 ...for example, the Schrōdinger equation for De Broglie waves: 
   - (h2/2m) × (∆2 Ψ) + U (x, y, z)  Ψ =  i ħ (ϑψ/ϑt). 
And there was a time in my twenties when I imagined I had remembered things from a former life, 
 and knew things—at that same time—which I had forgotten that I had known... 
 ...for example the name of the heroine of a novel by Kate Chopin...   
 ...for example, the entire Prelude and Fugue in F Major of J. S. Bach. 
Whereas, I have often suspected myself of clairvoyance:  
 ...for example, the clairvoyance of Madame Sosostris; 
 ...for example the clairvoyant predictions of Nostradamus; 
 ...for example, the clairvoyance of the cryptic prognostication  
  of the three witches of Macbeth, or of the oracle at Delphi. 
On the other hand, perhaps, I had merely stumbled into a worm hole or down a rabbit hole— 
 portals, perhaps, to the expansive dimensions of a Jungian collective unconscious. 
Perhaps, as in the cases of, say, Madame Helena Blavatsky, or St. Teresa of Avilla,  
 I may have been able  to pierce the vale of the limitations of human apprehension  
 and consciousness by means of rare gifts of spiritual and mystical illumination.   
   
But there was a time, too, when I had been inclined to think of myself as a dancer, 
 when I had imagined I had performed a series of movements  
 culminating in a single brisé volé on the back of a rhinoceros, in the age of anomalies,   
 in the blooming swirls of a blue and white dress from the age of Klimt... 
 from the fin-de-siècle: Art Nouveau...Art Deco...Symbolism...Expressionism. 
Whereas here we are, at the beginning of a new century,  
       riding the tailwinds of emergentism, falsificationism, and post-modernism;  
 and here I am, still only a woman, with my little brain,  
      and can hardly tell the difference between an umlaut and an epsilon, 
  between an Absolom and a Molly Bloom; 
  between a Jacques Derrida and Plato himself;    
  between a Faulkner expressing the thoughts of a sweet, imbecilic child;  
  a Marcel Proust ruminating on his “petites madeleines”;  
  a Simone de Beauvoir and an Alberto Giacometti, 
  a Louise Bourgeoise collecting doors for an installation, 
  a Richard Rorty cogitating upon the death of foundationalism...  
So perhaps you agree with me that I am only a woman with my little gray brain,  
 and my breasts, and my hard glutei maximi, 



 and that it's better to be a man than a woman... 
And perhaps you also agree with me that women are not permitted to be unkempt, or disheveled:  
     we are only permitted to be beautiful...and I can only leave my house at my photographic best. 

On the other hand, I want to be, both or either, beautiful and/or ugly at any appropriate time:  
    And I am both beautiful and/or ugly at any appropriate time: by any appropriate metric,  
 in every aspect of my femininity and my humanity.   
And I want to be allowed to be both beautiful and ugly, 
 because I prefer not to find myself tethered to expectations  
 of, say, a single sort, say, a dainty, demur and damsel beauty sort... 
     Whereas the models of perfection in this present age,  
 the models to which women find themselves inclined to conform,  
     being flashed constantly across our retinas as the images and pictures 
 of our magazines; our TV, computer, and movie screens:  
 these images in their summary become for this age the rule of beauty,  
 a rule which has been established by some spontaneous, democratic dynamic... 
 nor is the rule the actuality of an eternal, Platonic eidolon...  
 rather the rule of beauty occurs as a kind of unspoken, unmandated language of beauty, 
 Arising out of popular agreement...and yet it is a mandate,  
  or so it has become, for no small number of women. 
    And this talking about notions of feminine beauty leads me to a wider inquiry: 
    And now I find myself an Aristotelian,  
 thinking about the notion of a definition of femininity itself,  
 thinking about the notion of an essence of femality...whatever that might be... 
  as against the cultural constructs of femininity— 
        as we have seen, as regards beauty, but, additionally, as regards culturally 
  acceptable characteristics and behaviors—those aspects in plenty  
        of femininity imposed by her culture on women therein.    
  
 Nevertheless, more than ever, I hear a different mandate,  
      a mandate over and above expectations of appearance and behavior, 
      a mandate to be whoever and whatever I needs must be 
  whenever I needs must that be... 
 I am demure and obedient.   
 I am dominating and bossy. 
 I actively take my place in a particular situation.  
 I assume a leadership position as my skills and personality allow. 
 All the same, I happily occupy a more passive role. 
 I am both pushy and retiring. 
 I am dainty and tough.  
 I hold a door and allow a door to be held for me.  
 I am cosmeticized and au naturel.    
 I do not claim a women needs to wear make-up to be beautiful. 
 And I do not claim a woman must be a mother to be fully woman. 
 And I am beautiful and ugly as I see fit:  



      which actually has little or nothing to do with the cosmetics or clothes I wear. 
 And I find myself interesting; and many others find me interesting too— 
      in any guise.  
 Whereas I love myself: whereas I simply will not allow myself to hate myself. 
  From hate comes nothing good. 
  

But here I have been only talking about me. 
 We haven't even been introduced.  
 I'm guessing I don't know you.  I don't think I've ever seen you before. 
      Which is to say, you probably don't know me either. 
   My name is Charlotte.   
 You don't really need to know my last name. 

Meanwhile, I had gone out; and I am walking now along a path in a woods near the river... 
       it's a great day...a great day to be Charlotte... 
       and maybe I wouldn't have said that twenty years ago, or ten, or even a year ago... 
       but today I can say it, and I'll say it again... 
       it's good to be Charlotte...it's good to be me... 
 Here I am walking along a path in a woods near a river.. 
 and here it's finally summer... 
 and here it's a beautiful summer day... 
 and there are pretty, blue cornflower bunches growing out, here and there; 
 each cornflower is becoming itself, what it was meant to be; 
 whereupon I am suddenly thinking of Albrecht Dũrer,  
  his oil paintings of flowers,  
  and there's a bee settling in on a cornflower...  
 Dũrer saw them too...the flower and the bee... 
 what a feeling he must have had—maybe it was something like the feeling  
  I have right now, 
      a feeling of amazed appreciation and affection...and gratitude,  
      a feeling powerful enough for him to translate by means of paint 
  that which he saw into that which is eternal... 
 So I'm feeling...now...like that...a little bit... 
    my thoughts are flowing adventitiously... 
    curling and spiraling 
    and my thoughts seem to be dancing... 
    my feet follow the path,  
    they follow with minds of their own... 
    they move and shift and mold themselves to the ground  
  and I don't even have to think.... 
     my feet do their own thinking... 
    and that leaves my mind free to maunder and wander... 



    my thoughts are dancing...innocently, blithely on this summer morning... 
 my feet make soft sounds on the dirt path... 
  and there's that bee... 
 I could have been a dancer...no! I should have been a dancer... 
 I love my dress; I love my Klimt; 
 I move and it swishes, swirling, and lavish, 
    white and blue and glowing and dervish;  
  and my feet move like cat's paws; 
  and they leap, too, like lake fish; 
  like the hooves of an antelope, 
  precision made, angulate,  
  they pound on the ground   
  with a pounding sound... 
  and the chairs, watching breathlessly, 
  straighten their backs, 
  and their legs—strong and round, 
  and their calves—much like balusters,  
  strong-formed and quivering: 
  and dance do I do till I'm giddy and ruddy; 
  and dance do I do till I'm long-over-ready;  
  and dance, do I dance, like a dancing in tongues, 
  at the top of my lungs, in my white and my blue, 
  in the swirling and twirling, antiphonal whirling... 
  increscence, decrescence, and bright irridescence... 
  galloping anapests, ravening ecstasies, 
  dactyls and trochees and iambs and amphibrachs... 
  bounding through open grass, landing on either foot, 
  leaping and landing, I dare make an ending... 
  a good, proper ending on weight-bearing choriambs... 
  finding, saltando, a gesture of finitude... 
  good proper endings need weight bearing choriambs... 
  weight bearing choriambs... 
   weight bearing choriambs... 
    weight bearing choriambs... 

        Stephen Wolff 





Notes 

…House of Hapsburg…   One of the most long enduring and most influential royal lines in European 
history.  Hapsburgs held the throne of the Holy Roman Empire from 1438 to 1740; and at various times 
provided the kings and/or queens of Bohemia, England, Germany, Hungary, Croatia, the Second 
Mexican Empire, Portugal, Ireland, and Spain.  A Hapsburg was the ruler of Austria until 1918.     

...the Schrōdinger equation for De Broglie waves: 

   - (h2/2m) × (∆2 Ψ) + U (x, y, z)  Ψ =  i ħ (ϑψ/ϑt). 

...Loius De Broglie (1892- 1987) was a French physicist and Nobel Prize winner who made important 
contributions to quantum theory and to particle physics.  He postulated the wave nature of electrons 
and concluded that as light demonstrates both particle and wave properties, likewise, matter 
demonstrates both particle and wave properties.  This hypothesis of the wave/particle duality of matter 
is a primary assumption of the theory of quantum mechanics.                                                                                                                                  
…Erwin Schroedinger (1887-1961) was a brilliant theoretical and experimental physicist, like De 
Broglie, a winner of the Nobel Prize, and a significant contributor to the wave theory of matter in 
quantum physics.  He devised an equation to accommodate the hypothesis of wave/particle duality of 
De Broglie and to formalize the nature of wave mechanics, or the wave theory of matter, the equation 
given above. 

...Kate Chopin...   (1850-1904) American author of novels and short stories which take place 
exclusively in Louisiana. Born Katherine O’Flaherty, she married a businessman, Oscar Chopin, a 
cotton broker from New Orleans.  In her writing she was much influenced by the French writer, Guy de 
Maupassant, who, as she asserted, “wrote about real life.”  In The Awakening—today, perhaps, her 
most admired work—she presented her heroine as being suffocated spiritually by the repressive mores 
of a society unsympathetic to the living individuality of women; and, perhaps, because of this subject 
matter and for her courage in addressing other matters not seen as acceptable heretofore in proper print 
(for example, sympathetic stories of miscegenation, and stories whose main characters were creoles 
and negroes), she received only little acclaim during her lifetime. 

...the Prelude and Fugue in F Major of J. S. Bach...   The German composer, Johann Sebastian Bach, 
(1685-1750) is one of the greatest composers of all time.  A monumentally important work, among 
many of his such monumentally important works, is his Well-Tempered Clavier, Volumes I and II.  
Each volume contains 24 preludes and fugues for keyboard (harpsichord, organ, and, today, piano) in 
all of the major and minor keys.  The piece referenced here is Number VI, in Volume I.  

...Madame Sosostris is a fictitious Egyptian name which appears in T. S. Elliot's long poem The 
Wasteland: perhaps suggested to Elliot by the name “Sesostris, the Sorceress of Ecbatana” which was 
taken on by a character in Aldous Huxley's novel Crome Yellow, which character dresses up during that 
episode as a gypsy fortune teller at a fair.      

...for example the clairvoyant predictions of Nostradamus...   (1503-1565) Michele de Nosterdame, 
who later Latinized his name to Nostradamus, was a French physician, a writer of almanacs and 



prophecies, a translator, and an astrological consultant.  His most famous work, Les Propheties, the 
Prophecies, has never been out of print since first publication; and in every generation he seems 
consistently to inspire readers and followers.       

...the three witches of Macbeth...   Shakespeare's play Macbeth, written during his third period, 1602 
to 1608, is counted among his four great tragedies, the others being Hamlet, Othello, and King Lear.  
In Macbeth, at the start of Act I, in scenes I and III, three witches enter, introduce the entire play, 
announce one of the literary themes of the play—fair is foul and foul is fair (Scene I), and meet 
Macbeth and Banquo on the heath (Scene II), where they produce the consternating and cryptic 
predictions which set off the murderous chain of events by which Macbeth becomes the ill-fated Thane 
of Cawdor. 

...the oracle at Delphi...   At the ancient Greek city of Delphi in the temple of Apollo resided an oracle 
whose pronouncements were respected almost unquestioningly across the ancient Greek and 
Mediterranean world.  The oracle, however, was really, probably, any number of members of a 
sisterhood of holy women who had dedicated themselves to Apollo, who tended the sacred fires and 
maintained the temple and the cult of Apollo there, and who provided prophecy, remarkably prescient
—or at least adequately obscure so as to appear prescient—across the entire, ancient Mediterranean.  
The Oracle of Delphi was thus not a single person, but at least a handful or a smaller group of women 
within the community there, chosen from among the larger number for their aptitude and talent for 
prophecy, and practicing consecutively through generations in a continuous ministry of prophecy, 
whose oracular pronouncements won for Delphi its great fame and earned (prophecy in exchange for 
payment and gifts) no small part of the upkeep of the temple.   

...a worm hole... a  structure or form which may provide a solution for Einstein field equations and 
which is not inconsistent with his General Theory of Relativity, but which, at this time, has only 
hypothetical existence.  The wormhole is imagined as connecting different points in space/time, like a 
tube open at both ends might connect two observers at opposite ends.  Or the wormhole might connect 
points separated by light years, or points only meters apart, or points in separate universes or 
dimensions, or points separated in time only.  Or, under the conditions of Einstein’s Special Theory of 
Relativity, wherein space and time are joined into a single spacetime continuum, one might be able to 
travel through both space and time, again through long or short distances, by means of the wormhole: 
which, again, may or may not exist.   The notion of a wormhole was introduced by Hermann Weyl in 
1921 in connection with mass analysis of electromagnetic field energy, about which he spoke in terms 
of  “one-dimensional tubes” not wormholes.  Later, in a paper written by John Archibald Wheeler and 
Charles Misner in 1957, was introduced the actual term ‘wormhole.” 

...a rabbit hole...   a reference to Alice's tumble down a rabbit hole which begins her adventures in the 
fantastical world of Lewis Carroll's celebrated book of wisdom and whimsy, Alice in Wonderland.  
Lewis Carroll was the pseudonym of Charles Dodgeson (1832-1898), British mathematician and story 
teller. 

...Carl Gustav Jung...   (1875-1961) Swiss psychologist and psychiatrist; student of Sigmund Freud, 
from whom, however, he eventually broke to found his own school.  Jung introduced into psychology 
the notion of the collective unconscious, an expansive psychological and immaterial field from which 
emanate dreams, archetypes, and deep, archetypal narratives, and by which all conscious beings may be 



connected.   

...Madame Helena Petrovna Blavatsky...   (1831-1891) a theosophist, a believer in philosophical 
mysticism; founded The Theosophical Society in 1875; was influenced by mystical elements in Indian 
thought.   

...St. Teresa of Ávila...   (1515-1582) Spanish Carmelite nun and mystic. 

 ...brisé volé...   in ballet the brisé is a movement in which the feet or legs are clicked together in the 
air; the brisé volé, or flying brisé, is a brisé performed with each leg alternately and then ended on one 
foot. 

...Gustav Klimt...   (1862-1918) Austrian painter in the style of Art Nouveau and Expressionism.  
Influenced by Byzantine mosaics, by Symbolism, and by the Pre-Raphaelites.  His most famous 
painting is, probably, The Kiss. 

...fin-de-siècle...a French phrase for “the end of the century.”  It applies to the end of any century 
generally, but is used most often to refer particularly to events in art and literature around the turn of 
the nineteenth century in France.   

     ...Art Nouveau...   a late 19th century and early 20th century Belgian and French decorative style, 
characterized by organic foliate forms, sinuous lines, and non-geometric curves. 

     ...Art Deco...   a style in the visual arts and in architecture and design which appeared before the 
outbreak of WWI.  It received its name from the name of an exposition held in Paris in 1925: 
Exposition Internationale des Arts Decoratifs et Industriels Modernes (International Exhibition of 
Modern Decorative and Industrial Arts).  The words Arts Decoratifs were abbreviated to Art Deco and 
Art Deco came to describe the design of buildings, jewellery, fashion, cars, trains, ocean liners, 
furniture, appliances, radios, vacuum cleaners, toasters, radiators, lawn appointments, kitchen and 
bathroom design, silverware and dishes: almost everything manufactured was influenced by art deco.  
And for the decade between 1920 and 1930, art deco represented fine craftsmanship, fine materials, 
luxury, glamor, and exuberant confidence in modern social and technological progress.   

...Symbolism...   the name given to the movement of a school of artists and writers after c. 1880 who 
concerned themselves in their art and writing with general truths rather than actualities, who strove to 
call up the invisible by means of the visible, who exalted the metaphysical and mysterious, the power 
and charm of music, who sought to unite and blend the various arts, and who were reactionists against 
realism.  Important Symbolists are: in literature—Verlaine, Mallarmé, and Maeterlinck; in art—Gaugin, 
Moreau, Odilon Redon, and Arnold Bõcklin.  

...Expressionism...   the free expression through objective means of the subjective feelings of an 
individual as through art, poetry, music, dance.  Often it identifies an art movement having its roots in 
the fin-de-siècle in France and Germany and being formulated and practiced in the first part of the 20th 
century.  Important expressionists during this time include Emil Nolde, Oskar Kokascka, Wassily 
Kandinsky, and Franz Marc 



...emergentism...   a theory which claims that certain natural systems exhibit properties that are not 
contained in the components of the system: the new properties are thus emergent and irreducible to the 
components of the original system.  The question is: Whence do they come? Some emergentists include 
C. D. Broad (1887-1971), Morgan Conwy Lloyd (1852-1936), and Roy Wood Sellars (1880-1973). 

...falsificationism...   Karl Popper's (Karl Popper, 1902-1994) claim that inductive inference from acts 
of observation cannot confirm an hypothesis, but can only disconfirm.  Whereupon to assert the truth of 
an inductive claim is merely to assert that it has not yet been falsified. 

...post-modernism...   a peculiarly complex association of reactions to modern (and all previous) 
philosophy, perhaps best understood by what it is against, rather than what it is for: it adopts an anti- 
(or post-)  epistemological standpoint; it proposes anti-essentialism; anti-realism; anti-foundationalism; 
it proposes the rejection of transcendental arguments and transcendental standpoints; the rejection of an 
understanding of knowledge as accurate representation; the rejection of truth assertions as 
correspondent with reality; and much more… 
    Also, see Jacques Derrida below. 

...umlaut...   the change of a vowel sound by assimilation to a succeeding vowel; a characteristic of  
Germanic languages; also a diacritical mark consisting of two dots placed over a vowel to indicate 
umlaut.  E.g., Ä or ȕ.  

...epsilon...   letter of the Greek alphabet, upper case and lower: Ε and ε.  

...Absolom...   beloved son of the biblical King David; killed by hanging when his hair was entangled in 
a tree and his horse rode out under him and on without him. 

...Molly Bloom...in James Joyce's great novel Ullysses, Molly Bloom is the main female character, 
correspondent—in a list of loose correspondences between Homer's epic and Joyce's epic of Dublin—
to Penelope.  

...Jacques Derrida...   (1930-2004) important French poststructuralist; the originator of a radically new 
way of reading philosophical texts: later his approach was extended to literary theory in general and, in 
fact, it became one of the foundations of postmodernism.  He proposed reading (studying and 
analyzing) any text as if it contained multiple and indeterminable meanings, a process which he called  
“deconstruction”.  Interestingly, one of the “foundational” tenets of postmodernism is consistent with 
this method of deconstruction: for any set of phenomena there are an infinite number of interpretations.  
And Jacques Derrida is often, therefore, placed in the postmodern camp.    

...Plato...  One of the greatest philosophers of ancient Greece and one of the greatest of all time 
(427-347 BC); the most important student of Socrates.  Almost all of Plato’s writings occur in the form 
of dialogues.  (A few letters otherwise survive and also some few lectures.)  Some of his most famous 
dialogues are: The Meno, The Symposium, The Republic, Crito, The Phaedo, Ion, The Euthyphro, 
Lysis, The Apology, and The Timaeus.    



 …William Faulkner...   (1897-1962) American novelist and short story writer.  In his novel The 
Sound and the Fury (the title is a line taken Shakespeare's Macbeth, from the “Out, out brief candle” 
soliloquy) one of Faulker's characters is a cognitively disabled boy, whose thoughts Faulkner 
sympathetically expresses in the boy's stream of consciousness.    

…Marcel Proust...   (1871-1922)  French author, celebrated for only a single, but prodigious work of 
many volumes, The Remembrance of Things Past.  In the first volume, Swann's Way the protagonist 
remembers a great pleasure of his childhood: him soaking some little pastry cakes, the “petites 
madeleines”, in tea before eating them: which memory becomes the gateway to his entire, monumental 
literary work...to the mechanisms of, the subjects and contents of, the pleasures and pains of, the 
catalysts of:  memory and remembrance. 

...Simone de Beauvoir...   (1908-1986) one of the important French existentialists; author of The 
Ethics of Ambiguity; author of an important midcentury feminist work, The Second Sex. 

...Alberto Giacometti...   (1901-1966) Swiss artist: a painter, a sculptor, a designer.  Worked primarily 
in Paris.   Was a close friend of Jean Paul Sartre.  Moved in existentialist circles.     
  
...Louise Bourgeoise...  (1911-2010) French-American artist; worked most of her life in New York.  
Later in life she said: “All my work in the past fifty years, all my subjects, have found their inspiration 
in my childhood.  My childhood never lost its magic, it has never lost its mystery, it has never lost its 
drama.” 

...Richard Rorty...    (1931-2007) an analytic American philosopher who eventually came to criticize 
and oppose with prejudice 20th century continental and analytic philosophy.  Further, he abandoned the  
foundationalism which had been the enterprise of western philosophy since its beginnings, and 
regarded himself, finally, as a “radical pragmatist.” 

...foundationalism...   foundationalism is a philosophic methodology and algebra which attempts to 
ground thinking upon immutable, presuppositionless, indubitable assertions as a true foundation for 
objective and realist knowledge claims. Foundationalism has been, in fact, the endgame of all 
philosophic effort since the beginning of the philosophic enterprise.  Richard Rorty, however, believes 
this entire enterprise has been a failure; and he calls into question the validity of philosophy itself: thus: 
the death of foundationalism.  

...Aristotelian...   the adjectival form of the name Aristotle.  Aristotle  (384 – 322 BC), ancient Greek 
philosopher, the greatest student of Plato.  Established the branch of philosophy known as metaphysics, 
which includes his doctrines of the four causes, of the categories, and of accidents, and his notion of the 
essences of existents, or, more simply, the definitions of existents—that which a thing is by virtue of its 
being that thing.  Thus, as relates to the statements above: it might be said to be Aristotelean to ask: 
“what is the essence, the nature, the definition of woman?” 

...Albrecht Dũrer...   (1471-1528) early Renaissance German painter, printmaker, and silversmith. 
   
...Anapests, dactyls, trochees, iambs, amphibrachs, and choriambs...   These are some of the  names 



of the prosodic feet, the metric units of prosody going back to Greek and Latin poetry:  

         Name         Organization of beats       Example 
 the anapest  weak weak strong  ...with a leap... 
 the dactyl   strong weak weak  ...crocodile... 
 the trochee  strong weak   ...barking... 
 the iamb  weak strong   ...the dog... 
 the amphibrach  weak strong weak  ...the summer... 
 the choriamb   strong weak weak strong ... tell me you do... 

...saltando...   Italian, present participle or gerund of saltare, to jump, leap, or dance: thus jumping,  
leaping, or dancing. 
   


